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Project #1:
Cozy Nook Hanger

Crochet level: Beginner
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This charming piece is an excellent introduction to 
various crochet techniques and a wonderful addition 
to your home decor, o!ering a handmade touch to any 
room. The project uses a single skein of soft, durable 
Cotton Blossom yarn, ideal for projects that need to 
withstand frequent handling.

Ready your materials, and prepare to transform yarn 
into your very own crafted creation.

∙ One skein of Cotton Blossom yarn
∙ US size 6 (4mm) crochet hook (from your previous boxes)
∙ Scissors

Materials:

∙ Magic circle 
∙ Ch - chain 
∙ St(s) - stitch(s) 
∙ Sc - single crochet 
∙ Dc - double crochet 
∙ Hdc - half double crochet 
∙ Sl - slip stitch
∙ Scinc - single crochet increase, 2 single crochet sts in the same st
∙ Hdcinc - half double crochet increase, 2 half double crochet sts in the same st

Stitches and abbreviations used: 

Please note that the yarn color in the instructional 
photos may vary from the color in your box.

Background of wall hanger 
Make a loop. Ch4. (images 1, 2 ,3)

And remember, you can always access your digital 
pattern with a quick scan of the QR code!

SCAN ME
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To make a magic ring sl in the 1st st. 

Slip stitch (sl) – insert the hook into the st, pull the yarn through the st, and through 
theloop on the hook. (images 4, 5)
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Round 1

Sc10 in the circle. Sl in the 1st st, you can put stitch marker here. (images 6, 7)

Round 2

Scinc in every st, sl in the 1st st (20sts in total). (image 8)
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Round 3
Hdc20. Sl in the 1st hdc. (images 9, 10)

Round 4
Hdcinc in every st (2hdc in each st – 40hdc in total). Sl in the 1st hdc.
Round 5
Hdc40, sl in the 1st hdc.
Round 6
Ch2 (count as the 1st dc), dc39. Sl in the 1st st. (images 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16)
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Round 7
Ch2, dc1 in the same st, dcinc in every st, sl in the 1st st (80dc in total). (image 17)

Round 8
Ch2 (counts as the 1st dc), dc79, sl in the 1st st (80dc in total).
Round 9 
Ch2 (counts as the 1st dc), dc79, sl in the 1st st (80dc in total), and cut the yarn. (image 18)
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Small pocket of the wall hanger
Round 1 

Make a magic ring and sc5 in the circle. 

Round 2

Turn the work, ch1, scinc in every st (10sc in total). (images 19, 20)

Round 3

Turn the work, ch1, hdc10.

Round 4

Turn the work, ch1, hdcinc in every st (hdc20 in total).

Round 5

Turn the work, ch1, hdc20.

Round 6

Turn the work, ch1 and dc20.

Round 7

Turn the work, ch1, dcinc in every st (hdc40 in total).

Round 8

Turn the work, ch1, and dc40.

Round 9

Turn the work, ch1, and dc40. Ch1 and cut the yarn.

Put the front side on the background and start sewing the edges. 

Make a loop, but don’t insert the hook yet. Insert the hook around dcs of both the front 
side and the background, and grab the loop. (image 21)
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*Insert the hook below the next dc (front side and background), grab the yarn, and make 
a sl. Continue * this till you attach the front side of the wall hanger. (images 22, 23, 24, 25)
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Put a small piece of yarn on top as the hanger, and now you’re done! (image 26)


